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Key Principles
-

Respect for Diversity & Local Context
In all curriculum, pedagogy, and policy.

-

Equity & Inclusion
As the cornerstone of all
educational decisions.

-

Community Participation
Encouragement and facilitation for
philanthropic, private and community
participation.

-

Use of Technology
In teaching and learning, removing language
barriers, for Divyang students, and in
educational planning and management.

-

Emphasize Conceptual Understanding
Rather than rote learning and learningfor-exams

-

Unique Capabilities
Recognizing, identifying them in each
student.

-

Critical thinking and Creativity
To encourage logical decision-making
and innovation

-

Continuous Review
Based on sustained research and
regular assessment by
educational experts.
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Early Childhood Care & Education (ECCE)
Universal Access
For children of 3-6 years: access
to free, safe, high quality ECCE at
Anganwadis/Pre-school/Balvatika

Multifaceted
Foundational Learning Curriculum

Flexible, multi-level, playbased, activity-based, and
inquiry-based learning

For age group of 3-8 divided in two parts: (i)
From age 3-6 in ECCE and (ii) age 6 to 8 in
class I and II in primary school

Preparatory Class
Prior to the age of 5 every child will
move to a “Preparatory Class” or
“Balvatika” (that is, before Class 1)

Implementation to be jointly carried out by Ministries of HRD, WCD, HFW, and
Tribal Affairs in the Govt. Sector & Private Sector
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What about Schools/Pre-Schools?
Stand-alone Anganwadis

Anganwadis co-located
with primary schools
Pre-primary schools covering
at least age 5 to 6 years colocated with existing primary
schools

All of them to recruit
workers/teachers
specially trained in the
curriculum and
pedagogy of ECCE.

Stand-alone pre-schools
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Ensuring Universal Access to Education at all levels
Bring Back Drop-outs
To bring drop out children back to
school

Multiple Pathways
Multiple pathways to learning;
involving both formal and nonformal education modes

Build Schools
Promoting both governments and nongovernmental philanthropic
organizations to build schools

Learning Outcomes
Focus will be on achieving desired
learning outcomes at all levels

To ensure access and
opportunity to all
children

Alternative Centers
Alternative and innovative
education centers

Peer Tutoring
Suitable for all categories business and
personal presentation
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Expected Outcomes
● Universalisation of Access – from ECCE to Secondary
● Ensure equity and inclusion
● Bring back 2 crores out-of-school children
● Attain SDG goals of retaining all children in schools until completion of secondary education
● Improve Quality and achievement of learning outcomes – Foundational Literacy & Numeracy
(FLN)

● Focus on 21st century skills in teaching, learning and assessment
● Resource sharing- School complexes
● Effective Governance - separation of powers and common norms
● Overcoming the language barrier in learning
● Common standards for public and private school education
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How will children learn ?

Modified Curricular & Pedagogical Structure

3 Years
10 Years

(Class 6 to 8)
(Age 11-14)

(Ages 6-16)

3 Years
(Class 3 to 5)
(Age 8-11)

2 years

(Class 1 & 2) (Ages 6-8)
....................................

3 years

(Anganwadi/ preschool/Balvatika)
(Ages 3-6)

Secondary
Middle

4 Years

(Class 9 to 12)
(Age 14-18)

Preparatory

2 Years

(Age 16-18)

New Academic Structure

Foundational

Existing Academic Structure

New pedagogical and curricular structure
of school education (5+3+3+4): 3 years in
Anganwadi/pre-school and 12 years in
school
• Secondary Stage(4) multidisciplinary
study, greater critical thinking,
flexibility and student choice of subjects
• Middle Stage (3) experiential learning
in the sciences, mathematics, arts, social
sciences, and humanities
• Preparatory Stage (3) play, discovery,
and activity-based and interactive
classroom learning
• Foundational stage (5) multilevel,
play/activity-based learning
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ECCE Framework
Multi-faceted Framework
NCPFECE
National Curricular and
Pedagogical Framework for
Early Childhood Education
(NCPFECE) will be drafted
by NCERT

Research and Best
Practices
NCPFECE will be aligned
with the latest research on
ECCE, and national and
international best practices

Comprising of alphabets,
languages, numbers, counting,
colours, shapes, indoor and
outdoor play, puzzles and logical
thinking, problem-solving,
drawing, painting and other visual
art, craft, drama and puppetry,
music and movement

School Preparation Module
A 3-month play-based ‘school
preparation module’ for all
Grade 1 students to be
developed by NCERT
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Attainment of FLN by Grade 3 in Mission mode
Early Learning
Book Promotion

National Book Promotion
Policy will be formulated and
public and school libraries will
be expanded

Focus on early reading,
writing & mathematics

3-month play-based school
preparation module’ for all
Grade 1 students

National Repository
National Repository -High
Quality Teaching and
Learning Resources on
DIKSHA

National Mission
National Mission on
Foundational Literacy and
Numeracy

Libraries

Foundational Skills
Universal acquisition of
foundational learning skills

3-month Play based
School

FLN by
Grade 3

School libraries, including
digital libraries to be
leveraged
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Curriculum

Focus on LOs, Competencies and subject - integration

Competency based education

Integration of subjects

Modules on preparing and implementing
pedagogical plans based on competency
and outcome-based education for school
leaders

Through arts integrated, sports
integrated, ICT integrated and
storytelling based pedagogy among
others as standard pedagogy

NO SILOS among subjects/learning Emphasis on Digital literacy
NO hard separation between:
• curricular/co-curricular/extracurricular;
• academic/vocational;
• science/humanities;
• sports/art/academics

Emphasis on digital literacy, coding
and computational thinking, ethical
and moral reasoning

Development of scientific temper
Development of scientific temper and
inculcation of knowledge and practice
of human and constitutional values
such as patriotism, sacrifice, nonviolence, truth, honesty, peace etc.

Promotion of multi-lingual teaching
Promoting states to enter into
bilateral agreements with nearby
states to hire language teachers
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Mental and physical health and well-being:

Health check ups

Hiring counsellors in school complexes

Annual health check up for all
students

State governments will be encouraged to hire
adequate number of counsellors and teachers (to
be shared across school complex)

Reduce weight of school bags
Reduced weight of school bags and
textbooks through suitable changes
in curriculum and pedagogy

Mandatory skills : Health and Wellness
-Mandatory skills to be imbibed by all
students - health, nutrition, physical
education, fitness, wellness, sports. In
addition- Basic training in preventive
health care, mental health, first aid,
personal and public hygiene will be
included in the curriculum

Focus on children with disability

Differentiated interventions and suitable
infrastructure development at schools to
make access easier for children with
disability

Inclusive and caring culture at school
The role and expectations of principal and
teachers will explicitly include developing a
caring and inclusive culture at school
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Innovative Pedagogy
Experiential Learning
Focus on experiential, inquiry
and discovery based teaching
learning methods

Equal Weightage
No hard separation between curricular,
co-curricular and extra curricular area.
Freedom of choosing a variety of subject
combination to be provided

Integrated Pedagogy

Bagless Days

Arts, sports, and story-telling
and ICT-integrated pedagogy

10 Bagless days to be scheduled in
academic calendar between 6-8
grades

Promotion of peer
tutoring
Promoting peer tutoring as
voluntary and joyful activity under
the supervision of teachers

Use and integration of
technology
Integration of technology enabled
pedagogy in classes 6-12
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Textbook with local content and flavour

All textbooks to contain
only essential core
material while capturing
any desired nuances and
supplementary material as
per local contexts and
needs

States to prepare their own
curricula and textbooks
based on NCERT curriculum
and textbooks,
incorporating State flavour
and material as needed

Affordable, high-quality
and energised textbooks
to be provided along with
free digital version on
DIKSHA Platform

Concerted efforts, through
suitable changes in
curriculum and pedagogy to
significantly reduce the
weight of school bags and
textbooks
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Examinations in grades 1 to 8

Moving away from rote learning

Key stage assessments
Census assessments at key stage in classes
3, 5 and 8 to track achievement

Achievement of critical LOs
Testing to focus on achievement of essential
learning outcomes

Assessment of core concepts and
knowledge, higher-order skills and its
application in real-life situations. Moving
away from rote learning.

Results of school examinations
The results of school examinations will be
used only for developmental purposes and
for continuous monitoring and improvement
of the schooling system
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Reforming exams in grades 9 to 12 including board exams

Board exams will be made ‘easier’,
as they will test primarily core
capacities/competencies

Teachers to be prepared for a
transformation in the assessment
system by the 2022-23 academic
session

Viable models to be explored:
annual/semester/modular Exams;
two parts exams - objective type
and descriptive type.

Each School Board shall ensure
equivalence of academic standards in
learner’s attainments

Guidelines will be prepared by
NCERT, in consultation with
SCERTs, Boards of Assessment
(BoAs), and PARAKH

Standards, norms and guidelines for
School Boards through PARAKH
National Center

Beginning with Mathematics, all subjects could be offered at two
levels
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Transforming the culture of assessment

Continuous tracking of
learning outcomes of each
child
Board exams to be
more flexible, with
assessment of
essential skills
Assessment to focus
on core concepts,
higher order and
foundational skills
AI-based software to
help track the progress
of the Students to
enable them to make
optimal career choices.

National Assessment
Centre will help in bringing
greater synergy in board
exams conducted by various
Boards of Assessments

Self Assessment and Peer
Assessment
The National Testing
Agency (NTA) will work
to offer a high-quality
common aptitude test,
to eliminate the need for
taking coaching for
these exams
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Current Status of NTA
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Multilingualism
● Medium of instruction uptil grade 5, and
preferably till Grade 8 and beyond, will be
home language/ mother-tongue/ local
language based on possibility
● ‘The Languages of India’ a fun project/
activity on to be taken by every student
● Three languages to be taught will be
decided by state/UT
● All classical languages will be widely
available in schools as options
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Schools

Standard-setting and Accreditation

2

To ensure all schools follow
certain minimal professional and
quality standards

4

Public and private schools (except the Central
Government schools) will be assessed and
accredited on common minimum criteria
Private/philanthropic schools to be encouraged
and enabled to play a beneficial role.

1
Setting up State School Standards
Authority(SSSA)
Self-disclosure of all the basic regulatory
information of all schools at SSSA and
School website

3

Development of School Quality Assessment
and Accreditation Framework (SQAAF) by
SCERT & NCERT
Periodic ‘health check-up’ of the overall
system through a sample-based National
Achievement Survey (NAS)
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Key Focus Areas

Integrating Vocational Education at All Levels
Practice Based Curriculum
A practice-based curriculum for
Grades 6-8 to be appropriately
designed
Skill Gap Analysis
Focus areas based on skills gap
analysis and mapping of local
opportunities

LokVidya

01
02

Skills Framework

03
04

Open Distance Learning Mode
Courses to be offered through
Open and Distance Learning (ODL)
mode.
Exposure to vocational education
By 2025, at least 50% of learners
shall have exposure to vocational
education

‘LokVidya’, knowledge developed in
India, will be made accessible to
students

05

National
Skills
Qualifications
Framework will be detailed further
for each discipline vocation /
profession

Vocational Crafts

06

All students of grades 6-8 will intern
with local vocational experts such as
carpenters, gardeners, potters,
artists, etc. to develop a vocational
craft
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Setting up of PARAKH
Assessments
PARAKH
Setting-up of
National Center for
Performance Assessment, Review and
Analysis of Knowledge for Holistic
development (PARAKH)

Shift
towards
assessments

competency

based

21st Century Skills
Promoting critical and creative thinking
aligned to the 21st century in classrooms

Objectives of PARAKH
●

Setting norms, standards and guidelines for assessment and evaluation

●

Guiding the State Achievement Survey (SAS)

●

Conducting the National Achievement Survey (NAS)

●

Monitoring achievement of Learning Outcomes in the country
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Online and Digital Education
Inclusion and Access
Enhance Educational Access To
Disadvantaged Groups including
Divyang students

Digital Platforms

Blended Learning

Pilot Studies

Emphasis on effective models
of blended learning

Content Creation
Content
creation,
digital
repository, and dissemination.
Technology
Integration
In
Teaching,
Learning
&
Assessment

Digital platforms and ongoing
ICT-based educational initiatives
to be optimized and expanded

A series of pilot studies to be
conducted

Expansion of Platforms
Expansion of existing e-learning
platforms - DIKSHA, SWAYAM,
etc.
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Your Questions
Answered

FAQs
-

Should ECCE be all at one place?
Not Necessary (NEP 1.4)

-

Should 9-12 in the same school?
Not Necessary. Students would continue to have the option of exiting after Grade 10 and re-entering
in the next phase to pursue vocational or any other courses available in Grades 11-12, including at a
more specialized school, if so desired. (NEP 4.2)

-

What about infrastructural changes?
The changes (5+3+3+4) are purely curricular and pedagogical, designed to optimize learning for
students based on the cognitive development of children; parallel changes to physical infrastructure
will not be required. (NEP 4.3)

-

What about Entrance Exams?
NTA will offer a high-quality common aptitude test, as well as specialized common subject exams in
the sciences, humanities, languages, arts, and vocational subjects, at least twice every year. It will be
left up to individual universities and colleges to use NTA assessments for their admissions. (NEP 4.42)
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Goals & Timelines
for the implementation

Timeline for Implementation of ECE & new Assessment pattern
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Timelines for Implementation in NEP 2020
Formulation National
Curricular Framework for
School Education (NCFSE)

Attaining universal foundational
literacy and numeracy in all
primary schools for all learners
by grade 3

2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 2026-27

National
Curriculum
Framework
for Teacher
Education

Universal provisioning
of quality early
childhood development,
care

2027-28 2028-29

2029-30

Policy is fully
operational following
this a comprehensive
review will be
undertaken

2040

A common guiding set
of National Professional
Standards for Teachers
(NPST)

State/UT governments to
optimize resources through
mechanisms to group or
rationalize schools, such as,
school complexes

Teacher education will
gradually be moved into
multidisciplinary colleges and
universities, with minimum deg.
qualification 4-year B.Ed.

Teachers prepared
for a transformation
in the assessment
system

At least 50% of learners
exposed to vocational
education in the school and
higher education system

Only educationally sound, multidisciplinary, and
integrated teacher education programmes shall
be in force and all TEIs will be converted into 32
multi-disciplinary institutes
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